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ON MORAL RELATIVISM 
Daniel Matthys 

 
It may come as a surprise to some people that “Relativism does not entail that 

anything goes, or even that there are no universal values which hold for all societies. 
Relativism simply says that there are variations among morals which hold true in 
different societies.” This, however, is not the view expressed by your most common, 
garden variety relativist. Most people should be more familiar with the so-called ‘vulgar 
relativist’, a species still catered for in academic environments but far more common in 
the average individual especially when the conversation steers towards sexual matters. 
This relativist believes that there are no moral principles universally accepted. This is 
seldom expressed so clearly but is usually substituted with sayings such as “different 
strokes for different folks”, or by urging people to do what they feel is right, a statement 
no doubt accompanied with the warm, fuzzy glow of ‘tolerance’. 

 

Moral Relativism is logically incoherent. 

The traditional and most obvious attack against the moral relativist is to point out 
an apparent contradiction in his argument. The relativist believes that “there are no 
moral principles universally accepted and … concludes that there are no moral principles 
morally true” while holding that “although there are no principals true for all; the 
principles which form part of the moral code of a limited group or of a person are true 
for the members of that group or person.” The first problem in this argument is the 
apparent contradiction between the two statements. The first statement appears to be 
advocating moral nihilism, yet the second statement seems to suggest a moral absolute. 
This is the traditional objection to ethical relativism. One cannot at once abolish any 
absolute value system and subsequently maintain that the relative values of a 
community or an individual are binding. The statement ‘all values are relative’ is in itself 
an absolute statement affirming, at once, the existence and nonexistence of absolute 
moral values. 

One possible response from the ethical relativist is to make an “ethical or 
epistemological claim about moral principles” that any given moral principle is true only 
for those persons or the society that holds it. This translated means that the moral 
relativist states that values or morality are an empirical fact in societies, not universally 
binding systems. This is a clever reply from the moral relativist. Basically if he makes this 
argument he is first suggesting that there are no absolute moral values. However we can 
simply see from empirical observation that societies hold certain moral values to be 
true. These values from this perspective are subjective and NOT universally binding. 
They just are. From this standpoint then the moral relativist appears as a neutral, 
disinterested bystander; a simple objective scientist reporting on the facts of morality as 
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he sees them. 

However there is a small issue with this argument. We might wonder if a person 
advocating the position above can continue to claim to be a moral relativist. Let’s look at 
the definition of moral relativism from above again; the moral relativist believes “there 
are no moral principles universally accepted and… concludes that there are no moral 
principles morally true” and “although there are no principles true for all; the principles 
which form part of the moral code of a limited group or of a person are true for the 
members of that group or person.” It is the use of the word "true" in which lies the 
issue. Does a moral principle that is “true for a person” mean that it is good for a person 
to follow that moral principle? Or does it simply mean that their brain has been 
hardwired to accept the principle as true when it is really neither true nor false? If a 
moral relativist invokes the latter of these meanings he/she is really a moral nihilist. 
He/she accepts that there are no absolute values but twist the meaning of moral 
relativism by appealing to the blatantly obvious evidence that societies and persons 
hold moral values to be true. 

However, most people whom I meet would seem to imply the first of two 
interpretations of the word true given above. When someone says to me that 
something is “right” for them he/she seems to be saying that it is good that other 
people do what they think is right. When this is broadened into a philosophy (and it is) 
we find the traditional contradiction appearing in moral relativism. Thus the philosophy 
runs; there is no such thing as absolute moral values. Morality is instead found in people 
following their own subjective ethical principles. Here is where the problem lies for the 
moral relativist. They have yet to persuade us that we should hold ethical principles at 
all. ‘If there truly are no universal morals’, I could argue, ‘I have no reason to hold onto 
any beliefs, therefore nothing is true for me’. By this response a moral relativist would 
appear to be baffled. If there is no logical reason to hold ethical principles because none 
are found to be universally binding why not simply embrace moral nihilism? 

To the moral nihilist masquerading as a moral relativist I only have this to say at 
present; it is not necessarily obvious that the “ethical or epistemological claim” above is 
well founded. Part of the claim implies that when people say right and wrong what they 
really mean is “right in my society” and “wrong in my society”. The only evidence for 
morality is the standards a community applies to itself and to others. For this type of 
moral relativist any judgements, concerning morality, applied across different cultures 
are mistakenly assuming that there are common, moral grounds between societies 
when in fact there are not. Thus the terms right and wrong can only be applied to those 
with whom we share a moral understanding. This is, in my opinion twisting the empirical 
data. On the contrary I would argue that when a regular person says ‘right’ with regards 
to important moral considerations what they actually mean is ‘right in all identical 
circumstances for all mankind. Even should this practice be considered wrong in a 
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society hundreds of years hence it shall nonetheless be right because it is measured by 
an objective standard’. The language of morality is a language of judgements applied to 
all mankind or no one at all. Now someone might very easily be wrong about this 
objective standard. They might even be wrong in supposing that there is ever such a 
thing as an objective standard. Nothing, however, will change their meaning to ‘right in 
my society’. The best response to the moral nihilist and his cousins is of course an 
argument for absolutes which I shall investigate in my third post. 

This, then, is the simplest response to ethical relativism. Take the situation where 
Society A subscribes to principle X but Society B rejects principle X. An Ethical Relativist 
will state that for Society A to subscribe to X is right for Society A. For Society B to reject 
X is also right for Society B. The simplest response is to say, ‘In maintaining that there 
are no universal moral laws both societies A & B are neither right nor wrong. It doesn’t 
matter what you do with X.’ Or, if I can try to reduce the argument to its simplest form: 
one of the premises of moral relativism is that there are no absolute moral values. This 
is also the contention of moral nihilism. Moral relativism and moral nihilism are 
incompatible because moral relativism accepts (with limitations) some form of binding 
values whilst relying on moral nihilism for its premise.’ Why not simply embrace moral 
nihilism? 

 

Moral Relativism leaves us with an unattractive society 

Once the traditional argument against moral relativism of logical inconsistency 
has been lodged the next stage in the regular debate with the moral relativist is to 
object that if one was to take moral relativism seriously, one would have to affirm that 
what the Nazi’s did was ‘right for them’. The general thrust of this argument is of course 
to demonstrate that moral relativism would support a society that is unacceptable and 
therefore moral relativism is unacceptable. This argument is interesting, not only 
because of its powerful objection against moral relativism, but also because moral 
nihilism in this circumstance does not provide an easy alternative. An opponent of moral 
absolutes must then choose between moral relativism which apparently supports the 
Nazi’s actions and moral nihilism which refuses to judge the Nazi’s actions. 

I have yet to encounter the proponent of moral relativism (even in the academic 
sphere) who is willing to justify the Nazi’s genocide and, it must be said, yet to see an 
argument that coherently defends moral relativism whilst regarding the Nazi’s actions as 
immoral. Before we engage on this issue, however, I think it important to realise that 
the issue is by no means isolated to the Nazi’s or even to genocide. This objection 
continues to be an issue for moral relativists today especially regarding ethical and 
cultural dilemmas such as abortion, female genital mutilation and freedom of speech. In 
the following paragraphs I shall deal solely with the Nazi example simply because most 
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moral relativists address this issue somewhere and their arguments can be used with 
minimal fuss. It should not, however, be difficult to apply these arguments to the issues 
highlighted above. So what arguments are offered by moral relativists who condemn 
these actions without, apparently, compromising moral relativism? 

One defence of the cultural relativist is to maintain that cultural norms or values 
(what is right and wrong according to the relativist) only apply within the culture’s 
boundaries. Thus Hitler and the Nazi’s were fairly decent blokes until they invaded 
Poland and began violating Polish cultural norms. The objection to this point is obvious. 
What about the attacks against Jews and their property before the invasion of Poland? 
Were these attacks justified simply because they occurred on German soil within the 
German culture? Nor is it an adequate defence to claim that the Jews formed a smaller 
subculture which the Germans were guilty of violating. That argument in a process of 
reductio ad absurdum would soon be left declaring that each individual forms a 
self-determining unit to which the doctrine of relativism could be applied. In these 
circumstances what should happen if two individuals had conflicting values? For 
example Person A, who is a good Nazi, believes that Person B, who is a Jew, should die 
for the greater good. Who here would dare to seek an absolute and declare that Person 
A is wrong in acting on his desire to murder Person B even though Person A believes it 
‘right for him’? One would hope almost everyone. 

It cannot even be stated that everyone is a self-determining unit in so far as their 
actions do not conflict with the desires or rights of others. For desires are going to 
conflict, as seen in the conflicting desires of Persons A and B above. Who or what has 
the moral legitimacy, according to the relativist, to decide between Person A’s desire to 
kill Person B and Person B’s desire to live? Nothing can if everyone is a self-determining 
unit. Does this mean that Person A is right to exercise his desires if he is capable? If the 
relativist, attempting to escape this conclusion, declares that Person’s A and B have 
rights one can only ask, what rights and why do we have rights? Furthermore, what has 
the moral legitimacy to decide between conflicting ‘rights’? Person A believes he has a 
right to create a better society for all and Person B believes he has a right to life. Who 
can decide between these conflicting rights, or if these are legitimate rights? Thus this 
cultural defence of the Nazis seems to lead us only to anarchy and a system where 
‘might is right’. Such a resolution justifies the Nazis and this is unacceptable even to 
moral relativists. 

Perhaps the worst argument against the actions of the Nazis from a moral 
relativist’s standpoint is that “Nazi values were incoherent… Incoherent desires don’t 
legitimise values, according to relativism.” One is tempted to posit the question; ‘What 
if incoherent values were right for the Nazis?’ The argument, however, turns into an 
absurdity as it seems that the author is calling upon the Nazis to be more coherent (if 
indeed they were incoherent) before he will legitimise their genocide. Well what if the 
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Nazis were more coherent? It must be noted, in fairness to the author, that he does not 
appear to believe in complete moral relativism. Nonetheless his attempt to reconcile 
moral relativism with condemnation of Nazi genocide is plainly incoherent. 

The final argument from a moral relativist’s position to against the Nazi’s regime 
is as follows; “A relativist is not barred by his theory from adopting moral values and 
acting on them. His theory only requires that he accept these principals as true-for-him 
and not simply as true.” Thus we have the example of an American soldier in World War 
II reasoning that “’For me, Nazi Germany is an immoral corrupt and totally unacceptable 
form of society’… This soldier is an ethical relativist, but he rightly sees nothing 
inconsistent between his philosophical position and his acts of war.” This is a better 
argument than the others yet remains unconvincing especially when the rhetoric is 
stripped from the sentence. Thus we can imagine an SS soldier saying; ‘For me, these 
Jewish children are by their nature corrupt and immoral. It is right that I kill them all as 
soon as the chance arises.’ From the standpoint of an impartial relativist both the 
American and the SS soldiers are right. In fact the Nazis may even be said to be 
universally right when their campaign is successful and everyone agrees with them. This 
surely is unacceptable. This argument as we can see has degenerated into a ‘might is 
right’ theory where a moral relativist would be just as right in supporting as they would 
be in opposing the Nazis. 

I will say nothing else on this particular subject except the following quote: 
“Everything I have said and done is these last years is relativism, by intuition. From the 
fact that all ideologies are of equal value, that all ideologies are mere fictions, the 
modern relativist infers that everybody has the right to create for himself his own 
ideology, and to attempt to enforce it with all the energy of which he is capable. If 
relativism signifies contempt for fixed categories, and for men who claim to be the 
bearers of an objective immortal truth, then there is nothing more relativistic than 
fascism.” —Benito Mussolini, Diuturna (1921) 

 

The Argument for Absolutes 

One cannot of course mathematically prove the existence of moral absolutes any 
more than one can mathematically prove the existence of God. There is however one 
line of argument which I would like to pursue. (NB. This is by no means the only 
argument for moral absolutes, just the one I have time for.) The argument starts from 
the use of words such as ‘right’ and ‘wrong’. The relativist believes that such words have 
the relativistic meaning of ‘right in my society’ etc. According to the relativist, then, 
people allow society to decide for them matters of right and wrong, good and evil. Let’s 
hold off discussing whether the view, that society dictates for us what is right and 
wrong, is well founded. Instead let’s investigate whether an ordinary individual believes 
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that his moral judgements are dictated by society. Or in other words what exactly do 
people believe, could arbitrate on matters of righteousness? 

Do people perhaps use the constitution or the law? But this surely can’t be the 
case. Who in their right mind regards the law as the embodiment of righteousness and 
justice? At most, the ordinary person will regard the law as something which resembles 
justice and attempts to become more just with each amendment. We run into the same 
issue if we try to proclaim our parliament, prime minister, a particular philosopher, 
parents or a program on TV the arbitrators of what is right or wrong. All of these may 
approach, or partly imitate what is right or just yet I believe that most of us would 
hesitate before proclaiming one of these as our moral compass. Even the vague mixture 
of these authorities labelled ‘society’ does not appeal to most people as the decider of 
what is morally true. That is of course unless people like the idea of a contradictory, 
babbling, incoherent horde of voices proclaiming half a dozen judgements at once as 
their arbiter of what is right and wrong. The vague concept of society deciding what is 
right and wrong simply does not appeal to many people when they look at what this 
implies. As we saw beforehand, societies can proclaim a judgement on a variety of 
issues which many people regard as wrong today. Take an issue like slavery. We want to 
say it was wrong to enslave people at any point in time even while we may admit that 
many of the individuals and the societies in the past believed it was right. So what 
authority are people referring to when they declare that something is right or wrong? 

About 2400 years ago the Greek philosopher Plato struggled with the exact same 
problem. The intellectual climate of Athens at the time of Plato and Socrates his master 
was dominated by a group known as the Sophists. The Sophists are known today from 
Plato’s dialogues as skilled speakers proud of their ability to defend any issue with their 
rhetoric. This attitude which prized skill in the debate over seeking the truth had 
unsurprisingly developed an intellectual culture naturally relativistic and sceptical of the 
claims of philosophers. With the right training a man could decide exactly as he liked on 
any moral issue and defend his decision adequately with the skills of a sophist. This of 
course simplifies the issue, there was more than just relativism in the systems of some 
Sophists and the relativistic nature of the Greek philosophy before Plato was due to 
more than just the training of the Sophists. Nonetheless both Socrates and Plato would 
defend absolutes against the attacks of Sophistic philosophy. 

Plato’s argument for absolutes against a relativistic system of thought is found in 
his theory of ideal forms. Plato points out that in our judgements we extract the 
essential component from a thing and compare how this same component appears in 
something else. For example regarding beauty we know of many things we would call 
beautiful by virtue of all of these things sharing the essential component of being 
beautiful. This is separate from an item's subjective qualities; thus one thing may be 
beautiful by virtue of being thin and delicate, another through its stability and strength. 
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These subjective qualities do not define beauty. Being beautiful is defined by Plato as 
exemplifying to some degree the absolute ideal of beauty which exists in the spiritual 
realm. The more beautiful a piece of art is, the more it reflects and is similar to the 
absolute ideal of beauty. Of course the notion of any absolute ideal applied to beauty 
has in modern times been challenged until it is considered politically incorrect to 
consider one piece of art more beautiful than the other; or that beauty can exist 
anywhere other than the eye of the beholder. I cannot “prove” through intellectual 
argument that any one item partakes in absolute beauty any more than another item, 
though this is precisely what Plato would believe. I can, however, point to two different 
examples of art and ask the reader if the quality of beauty is more absolutely present in 
one more than the other. Michelangelo’s David and Dejeuner sur l'Herbe by Pablo 
Picasso. If the reader remains unconvinced that one piece of art can be more beautiful 
than another I am afraid that our argument, concerning beauty at least, is at an end. 

The example of beauty is sadly not as self-evident to a modern audience as it was 
to the Greeks. Examples of Plato’s theory of forms can however be found in areas of 
ethics or mathematics. Justice to take one instance is not something Plato believes 
humans invented but rather discovered. All constitutions and laws, Plato believed, 
partake in justice to some degree. Lawmakers are concerned with making the laws more 
“just” with each amendment yet the perfect system of law has not and probably will not 
ever be truly actualised. Justice, Plato believed, is not something we invent but 
something which exists apart from the flawed laws and constitutions which attempt to 
replicate it. It is something discovered not created. If the aesthetical and moral 
examples remain unconvincing this theory also applies to mathematics. Plato points out 
that mathematical truths do not exist in the physical world. There are no perfect circles, 
no lines stretching out to infinity. While these do not exist in the physical realm they 
exist as ideal forms which we can try to actualise in this world. We do not invent the 
multiplication table but simply discover it. For Plato then, the only explanation for 
physical objects imperfectly embodying abstract ideals such as beauty and justice was 
that beauty and justice must exist in some perfect form in a spiritual realm. 
Neo-Platonists would later reconcile the Greek philosophy with the Christian worldview 
by identifying this spiritual realm with the mind of God. 

An objection to Plato’s argument could suggest that Plato is making far more of 
aesthetics and morality then these concepts deserve. That Plato is playing with simple 
inventions of the human mind and mystifying what was always a quirk of our 
psychology. To answer this objection I ask the reader to consider how they regard art 
and morality. Are they simply mental constructs on the same level as emotions? Or are 
they something far more real, definite and absolute? To my mind it would appear 
obvious that Plato treats both art and morality in a fashion far more congruent to the 
manner in which I regard them; as realities and commandments to be obeyed not as 
emotions or feelings which may have to be struggled against. If I believe something is 
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right I acknowledge an obligation to abide by this judgement even if it may conflict with 
my feelings on the matter. Plato’s opponents are trivialising something which I know to 
be deeper and more real than they would appear to understand. It is also to be noted 
that such an objection does not appear to work for the mathematical concepts as 
absolute forms. 

This then is an argument for absolutes and this is what, I believe, people 
(certainly myself at least) refer to when passing moral judgements. I refer to the 
absolute ideal of morality which exists apart from this physical realm and our poor 
attempts to actualise a moral life. It is this authority with which I can have the 
confidence to apply standards to my life. It goes without saying that people get 
standards wrong as I might (probably will) get my multiplications tables wrong but it 
does not follow that an absolute standard does not exist. What does follow, in my 
opinion at least, is that the person who rejects the existence of an absolutes standard 
also rejects any convincing authority to apply morality in any situation. Many people will 
obviously object to what I say. 

 

The Catholic Church and Relativism 

If the arguments against moral relativism are strong, how is it that so many 
people advocate and preach relativism on a day to day basis? Why is relativism so 
popular? I think this important question can be answered partly because of the 
problems supporters of absolutes encounter. This goes back to the two objections to 
moral absolutes: 1) What if you get your objective standard wrong? And, 2) What gives 
you the authority to judge the actions of others by your objective standard? The first of 
these two objections is the most powerful and the argument would appear to hinge on 
this point. If a person could provide absolute standards at once universal and convincing 
then the claims of moral relativism would be shot to pieces. Can such a system be 
demonstrated? Were you to ask a person to justify the absolute moral standards 
whereby he lives his life what would he say? 

Broadly perhaps a person could appeal to common human experience for the 
foundations of his moral system. He could point out that all societies regard the killing 
of innocents as wrong, that bravery is preferable to cowardice, that someone’s actions 
should be punished when they do evil and applauded when they do right. Such an 
appeal to common human values can, however, only get you so far. What is a believer in 
absolutes to make of slavery which has only recently been condemned in societies? Or 
when they are confronted with issues such as abortion, euthanasia or political freedom? 
Another objection to this appeal to board human experience is that it is really no 
different to the grounds for which the moral relativist based his own morality. The 
person who bases his morality on common human experience even if he can distil what 
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this is, is nonetheless basing his moral code on a “its right because other people do it” 
attitude. Such an attitude is open to the same objections which we saw applied to the 
moral relativist. 

I am going to argue here that it takes a religious system to convincingly found a 
moral system. When the question is raised; “On what do you base your belief of moral 
absolutes?” the most convincing answer can only be “My absolutes are based on the 
eternal law of God”. Any other answer would leave our values hollow or open to 
adjustment, somehow not absolute, and we are once again in the territory of the nihilist 
or relativist. Now this answer is still in many ways problematic, one of the major issues 
is still going to be what religion is the right religion? Many different people are 
convinced on many radically different religious positions and beliefs. God cannot be 
delivering two or three different laws at once so which religious belief is the true one? 
This question is obviously only relevant for a believer. For an atheist such a foundation 
for a moral code is also inconceivable. This begs the question can there be such a thing 
as a moral atheist? Now I believe that there can be and are moral atheists. An atheist 
can “set” their moral foundations with common human feeling, with intuition or a “gut 
feeling” and to the degree that this moral system is based on natural law an atheist will 
be successfully moral. It is not however, a moral system which I myself would find 
convincing because it is ultimately founded on what the atheist must believe to be 
human and subjective factors. Under pressure or hard scrutiny I would be tempted to 
“give up” on morality and feel logically justified in doing so. With atheism unable 
therefore to give me convincing moral foundations I must move to consider religion. 

Remember that the argument so far has discounted relative and subjective 
foundations for morality. Here I am looking for solid, objective grounds to base morality 
and this is what I would expect from a law coming from God. Thus it follows logically 
that a religious system which changes or has changed its fundamental beliefs or refuses 
to teach on important areas of morality cannot be a true authority on the absolute 
virtues I know to exist. This does not mean that just because a religion is dogmatic it 
must be true but only that we have only to consider those religions who are unafraid to 
speak dogmatically on important issues of morality. A religion must demonstrate at the 
very least that it believes that it speaks with God’s authority before it is even worth 
considering. What religion claims this authority? 

For Islam this is difficult. Authority resides in the Koran but whose interpretation 
of the Koran? With the tremendous gap between moderates of the Islamic faith and the 
advocates of sharia law and terrorism it would seem that wildly divergent brands of 
Islam are possible and that no body exists with the authority to speak definitively to the 
Islamic faith. Certainly from my own reading of the Koran it appears to me that a person 
could build any religion he chose from the text. For Christianity the protestant sects fail 
in this same category. Like the Koran, unless good guidance is utilised in its 
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interpretation, the Bible could be used to support a myriad of different positions. The 
individualistic notions of the protestant reformation has led to 33 000 denominations, a 
number which continues to increase by 270 to 300 every year. Worse the protestant 
foundation of sola scriptura means that none of these denominations has any authority 
in its interpretations. All authority derives from a text which as we have seen has been 
interpreted 33 000 different ways. 

Some of the other major religions may still present us with candidates for 
examination. In Buddhism for example there is the Dali Lama. My knowledge, 
unfortunately, of faiths outside of Christianity, Judaism and Islam is limited to the very 
basics so these possibilities must remain untapped for the time being. Instead I want to 
move on to the one religion I find convincing in its claims. The one religion which can 
authentically be called a Church which possesses an authoritative structure stretching 
back to God himself is Roman Catholicism. Here I find the only convincing answer to the 
question; “With what authority do you arrive at your knowledge of absolutes?” - From 
God himself. 

 

 

 


